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1800DUILaws.com Comes to the Rescue of DUI-Charged Drivers

1800DUILaws.com gives assistance to DUI-charged drivers as well as DUI lawyers who specialize in
defense. What are the company’s motivations and qualifications in offering help to drivers facing these
accusations?

July 26, 2008 - PRLog -- Chesterbrook, PA — 1800DUILaws.com knows and understands the DUI laws in
all fifty states.  The company explains the basics of these laws on their website, from signs that the police
look for while on the road, to the final court hearing that decides guilt or innocence.  

Most drivers faced with DUI charges are very stressed, considering that losing such an important case could
involve jail time, the loss of a driver’s license, or high punitive fees.  If they lack experience with DUI laws,
they may not know or understand their legal rights.  Some people go to online listing companies in order to
find lawyers.  Unfortunately, some of these companies list under-qualified or untrustworthy attorneys.  The
newly arrested client believes he or she is getting the best defense for the money, which may be far from
true.

This is the problem that 1800DUILaws.com intends to resolve, by introducing a selective process to its
listings of qualified DUI lawyers.  The company only lists lawyers who work with DUI laws, and who
continue to pursue defense education.  In addition, all lawyers must have practiced for a minimum of five
years.  This association of lawyers is attempting to elevate the standards for online DUI attorneys, believing
that the client’s money should always buy the very best.  Those who want to contact them can visit 
http://www.1800duilaws.com, or call (800) 384-5297.

About 1800DUILaws.com: 1800DUILaws.com is an association of qualified attorneys that work in DUI
laws.  All lawyers must qualify for these listings based on strict criteria.  In addition to contact information,
this website also contains legal articles on how to approach a DUI case after arrest.
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